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**3. Timeline:**  
Each cohort will complete their Mendelian randomization and gene-diet interaction analyses and provide their results to Tao Huang as soon as possible. Subsequently, an analyst from Harvard University will conduct the meta-analysis

**4. Rationale:**  
Dairy consumption has been consistently related to decreased blood pressure (1,2). However, it is not known whether this association reflects causality, since confounding from lifestyle and socioeconomic factors are difficult to fully take into account in classical observational epidemiological studies. Mendelian Randomization is a newly-developed analytical method addressing causality inference by combining genetic and epidemiological approaches (3). In order to assess the causal relation between dairy consumption and blood pressure, risk of hypertension, we plan a Mendelian Randomization analysis.


5. **Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:**
The main aim of the proposed investigation is to examine the causal effect of dairy consumption on blood pressure using an established SNP (rs4988235) as the instrumental variable.

6. **Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present).**

**Study Criteria**
- Sample size: ≥500
- Follow-up time: ≥2 years (*No limitation to maximal follow-up time, please use 10 years as maximal follow-up time if there are repeated measures over time*).

**Part 1: Mendelian Randomization**
In this part, we propose to examine the effect of dairy consumption on blood pressure and risk of hypertension using SNP rs4988235 as an instrumental variable.

**Exposure, Outcome, and Instrumental Variable**
- **Outcome:** systolic blood pressure (SBP, mmHg) and prevalence of hypertension at the end of follow-up.
  - For participants who were receiving antihypertensive treatment. Please make adjustments by adding a constant value of 15 mm Hg.
  - When treating SBP as a categorical variable, please dichotomize the SBP into hypertensive (SBP ≥ 140 mmHg or use of antihypertension medication) and non-hypertensive groups, and use logistic regression model for the analysis.
- **Instrumental variable:** SNP (rs4988235)
- **Covariates:** sex, ethnicity, region, years of follow-up, as well as age, body mass index (BMI), blood pressure(mm/Hg), smoking status (current vs. former/never), physical activity, total energy intake (kcal), and alcohol consumption (all covariates at baseline).
  
  *Note: for covariate region: if the study includes several countries, or USA study includes several states, please control region.*

1) **Association between SNP and outcomes of BP/Hypertension**
   - **Systolic blood pressure (SBP)/risk of hypertension ~ SNP + study-specific covariates**
     - SNP (rs4988235): main model: CC=0, CT=1, TT=2; dominant model: CC=0, CT/TT=1; recessive model: CC/CT=0, TT=1; please treat SNP as continuous variable.
     - Study-specific covariates: baseline age, sex, ethnicity, region
     - Please check if you have made adjustments by adding a constant value of 15 mm Hg for participants who were receiving antihypertensive treatment. Please use logistic regression model when the outcome is hypertension.

2) **Association between SNP and baseline dairy intake as an outcome**
   - **Total dairy consumption ~ SNP + study-specific covariates**
     - SNP (rs4988235): main model: CC=0, CT=1, TT=2; dominant model: CC=0, CT/TT=1; recessive model: CC/CT=0, TT=1; please treat SNP as continuous variable.
     - Study-specific covariates: baseline age, sex, ethnicity, region
• Dairy consumption: continuous variable; the unit is serving/day

3) Association between diary consumption and outcomes of BP/Hypertension
Systolic blood pressure (SBP)/risk of hypertension ~ total dairy consumption + covariates
• Dairy consumption: continuous variable; the unit is serving/day
• Covariates: sex, ethnicity, region, years of follow-up, as well as age, BMI, baseline blood pressure/risk of hypertension, smoking status, physical activity, total energy intake, and alcohol consumption (all covariates at baseline).

Part 2: Gene-diet interaction
In this part, we propose to analyze the interaction of rs4988235 and dairy consumption for the outcomes of blood pressure and risk of hypertension.

Step 1. Stratified analysis on the association between diary consumption and the outcome of blood pressure by SNP (rs4988235)
Systolic blood pressure (SBP) ~ Dairy consumption + covariates
• Please split the data into three subsets by SNP rs4988235 (TT, CT, CC), and into two subsets by SNP rs4988235 (CC, TT/CT) or by SNP rs4988235 (CC/CT, TT)
• Dairy consumption: baseline; continuous variable; the unit is serving/day
• Covariates: sex, ethnicity, region, as well as age, BMI, baseline blood pressure/risk of hypertension, smoking status, physical activity, total energy intake, and alcohol consumption (all covariates at baseline).

Step 2. Stratified analysis on the association between SNP and the outcome of blood pressure by dairy consumption
Systolic blood pressure (SBP) ~ SNP + covariates
• Please split the data into three subsets based on tertiles of dairy consumption.
• SNP (rs4988235): main model: CC=0, CT=1, TT=2; dominant model: CC=0, CT/TT=1; recessive model: CC/CT=0, TT=1; please treat SNP as continuous variable.
• Covariates: baseline age, sex, ethnicity, region
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